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ABSTRACT 
We show that some old ideas of Smulian can be used to give another proof of a 
theorem of Bourgain. We characterize subsets of Banach spaces having the Radon- 
Nikodym property by means of optimization results. 
In 1977 [8] we obtained an infinite dimensional nonlinear optimization 
theorem that has recently found some applications in infinite dimensional 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations [5, 61. Other applications are expected. The proof 
in [8] is unnecessarily complicated (although these complications may have 
interest in other connections). We give here a more concise proof and a 
converse of the main result of [8]. Al so, we give a thorough discussion of the 
background material needed for this result. The details of this discussion may 
also be useful for applications. 
We begin by reinterpreting some results of Smulian (for a bibliography, 
see [9]). Let D be a norm bounded subset of the Banach space X. Define 
functions jc, bn, and tn on X* as follows: 
/&*)=sup{x*(x):xED}, 
dD(x*) = .E?+ diam{ x E D: x*(x) >f~~(x*) - c}, 
tD(x*) = inf inf 
I/&*) -A&*) - x**(!4* - z*)I 
SUP 
r** E x** c > o ,Iy* _ x*,, < = IIy*-x*II+IIz*-x*ll * .._ 
IIZ* -**ii xc 
IIY* - z*ll> 0 
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The following are elementary: 
(i) #D is convex, norm-continuous, and weak* USC; 
(ii) 4,(x*)=0 m /zD is Frechetdifferentiable at x *; 
(iii) if D is closed and dD(r*) = 0, then we shall say that x * strongly 
exposes D at the unique element x of D such that x*(x) = jD( x); 
(iv) a,andt, arenormusc(thus{x*:t,(x*)=O}isaGdeltaset). 
We seem to have been the first (1977) to have observed that the 
variational inequalities of Smulian (proved before 1942) are quantitative and 
can be stated in the following succinct form. 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a bounded subset of the Banach space X. Then 
forallx* inX*. 
Proof. Let 6, t, and # denote tiD, t,, +n, respectively. Let D* be the 
weak* closure of D in X**. Choose x* EX* and x** ED* c X** such 
that x**(x*) =+(x*). Assume c > 0 and y,* in X* such that 
and 
limjJy,*ll = 0 
n 
c<+( 
r*+y,*)+z(x*)-x**(y,*) 
IlY3l 
Choose r,** E D* so that 
x**(x* + y,*) =+(x* + y,*). n 
Then x:*(x*) -+#(x*) and 
.<b( x*+y,*)-p(x*)-x**(y,*) 
IlY,*ll 
x:*(x* + y,*) - x**(x*) - x**(y,*) 
< 
IlY,*ll 
(X = 
;* - x**)(y,*) + (xn** - x**)(x*) 
IlY3l IlY3 
** - G lb” x**(l. 
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This proves that gD* > C. Clearly, dD = tiD*. We have that LI < t on X*. 
Suppose t(x*) <C and 9(x*) > 46. Choose x** in D*, {xz} c D, and 
a > 0 so that x**(x*) =+(x*), x:*(x*) -j(x), (x,** - x*$)x,* > 2c + a, 
and Ilx,*ll= 1 for all n. Suppose 
1+(x* + h*) -fqx*) - y**@*)l < c 
Ilh*ll 
for some y** in X** and all h* in X*, Ilh*ll< d. Then 
.>;/“( 
x*+h*)-+i(r*)-y**(h*) 
llh*ll 
b ** _ y**)h* 
> 
Ilh*ll ’ 
It follows that II%** - y**ll < c and 
O/ 
x* + h*) -j(x*) - x**(h*) < 2c 
Ilh*ll 
Choose m, z* = xz, and z** = x2* so that 
if this is not zero: otherwise let 8 = d. In either case, 
2 >j( 
x* + dz*) -/2(x*) - Kx**(z*) 
c 
e 
z**(x* + en*) - x**(x*) - Bx**(z*) 
a 
e 
(2 = ** - x**)(x*) +@** _ x**)z* 
d 
>2c+a_ lb**-;**)4 
=2z+u-5 
which is a contradiction. 
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THEOREM 2. The Minkowski functional ho is F&chet diffwentiable at 
x* if and only if b&x*) = 0. 
Smulian proved this result when D is the unit ball of a Banach space; it 
requires only a change in notation to verify the result above for any 
continuous sublinear functional or even to obtain a criterion for Frechet 
differentiability of any continuous convex function. 
Let D be a bounded subset of the Banach space X and A c X *; we say 
that D is Adentable if inf { an( x *) : x * E A } = 0 and that D is dentable if 
A = X *. The term dentable is due to Rieffel, but the idea is very old. As we 
have seen, the idea is used constantly in the proof of Smulian’s theorem. 
We shall give several results here, all of which imply a result of Bourgain; 
this result is fundamental to the main result. We think that these results are of 
independent interest and should be useful for applications. 
Let S and T be Hausdorff topological spaces. A multimap 9 : T - P(S) 
will be called a usco if s(t) is compact and nonempty and 9 is upper 
semicontinuous (USC), which means that for each closed subset C c S, { t : 9( t ) 
has nonempty intersection with C } is a closed subset of T. A usco 9 : T ---* 
P(S) is minimal if for any usco 9 : T + P(S) such that A?(t) 5 P(t) for all t 
we have 9 = 9. There is a well-known duality between uscos and perfect 
maps (see [l], [12]). A continuous function f: A + B is perfect if it is onto 
and closed and f - '(b ) is compact for every b E B. The duality is expressed 
in the following: 
f: A + B is perfect = 9(b) = f-‘(b) is ausco 
and 
.Y:T+P(S)isausco 
a proj, : G -+ T is perfect, where G= {(t,s):sE@t)}. 
We use this duality without necessarily making specific reference to it. 
DEFINITION 3. Let X be a locally convex topological space. Let 8: B -+ 
P(X) be a usco. We say that B is minimal with respect to convex sets 
(written uscoc) if for any C c X, C closed and convex, and any U open in B 
such that 
UG {b:B(b)h as a nonempty intersection with C } , 
we have 9’(U) c C. 
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Obviously, a minimal usco is uscoc. Also, a usco B that is minimal with 
respect to the property that the values of 9 are also convex is also uscoc. We 
give other examples below. 
Let U be an open and convex subset of an lcs space X, and f: U -+ R be 
continuous and convex. For each x E U define 
df(x) = {x* E x *:x*(y-x)gf(y)-f(x)forallyEU}. 
The separation theorem says that df(x) is not empty for each r E U. 
LEMMA 4. Let U be an open convex subset of the lcs space X, and 
f: U + R be continuous and convex. Then P(x) = df( x) is a usco minimal 
with respect to convex sets. 
Proof. Define G = {(x*, x): x* E df(r), x E U}. When G has the in- 
duced topology from X * X X (X * has the weak* topology), the natural 
projection 
p:G+U 
is perfect. This is a routine computation. Thus, from the duality stated above, 
df is a usco. We need only check that df is minimal with respect to convex 
sets. Suppose D is weak* closed and convex, and df(x) has a nonemtpy 
intersection with D for every x in the open subset V of U. Suppose z E V 
and z * E df(z) \ C. Choose y E X such that 
sup(x*(y):r*EC} <z*(y). 
Choose d > 0 small enough so that z + dy E V, and choose x* in the 
intersection of d(z + dy) and D. Then 
x*( - dy) d f(z) - f(z + JY) 6 - z*(dy). 
Thus, (x* - z*)(y) > 0, which is a contradiction. 
Of course, this proof also works for “monotone” operators. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that 9 : B -+ P( X *) is a uscoc with respect to 
the weak * topology on X *, B is a Baire topological space, X is a Banach 
space, and { b : 9(b) IT D is rwnempty } is dense in B, where D is closed and 
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every subset of D is Xdentable. Then 
contains a dense G-delta subset of B. 
Proof. Let t > 0 and 
%?‘t= {U:Uopenin B,diamP(U)<t}. 
We shall show that U{ U E ‘3~~ } = V, is dense in B. 
Fix V nonempty and open, and let E = 9(V) fl D. Choose x E X, 
y*EX*,andd>Osothat 
{x*~E:+~(x*)-d<x*(x)} CB(y*,t/2). 
Define 
H= {bEB:9(b)n{x*EX*:x*(x)<PE(x*)-d} isnonempty}. 
If VcH, then by the minimality condition, ~(V)G {x*EX*:X*(X)< 
&(x*)--d}, h h t w ic i is not. Thus, V \ H is nonempty. Since 9 is USC, 
{b:@(b)nB(y*,t/2)isnonempty} 
is closed and contains a dense subset of V \ H. From the minimality 
condition, 9(V \ H) c B(y*, t/2), and this proves that U, is dense and 
n{U,,*: n } is the desired set. 
THEOREM 6. Let U be an open and convex subset of the Banach space 
X. Suppose f: U + R is continuous and convex, so that 
is dense in U, and D is a norm-closed convex subset of X * such that every 
subset of D is Xdentable. Then f is Frkhetdiffmentiable on a dense Gdelta 
subset of U. 
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Proof. Let G = { x E U: df is continuous at x }. We know that G is a 
dense G-delta subset of U. Suppose that x E G and d > 0. There exists a 
6 > 0 such that if llhll< 6, y* E df(x + h), and x* E df(x), then IIy* - x*ll 
< a!. Thus, 
o< f( \ x + h) -f(x) -x*(h) d Y*(h) - x*(h) < d 
llhll llhll 
and we have that the Frechet derivative of f at x is the unique element of 
df(x). n 
Up to this point we have not used the Bishop-Phelps theorem. 
THEOREM 7 (Bourgain). Let D be a bounded, convex, and closed subset 
of the Banuch space such that evey subset of D is dentable. Then 
{x”: x * strongly exposes D } 
is a dense Gdelta subset of X* and D is the nom-closed, convex hull of its 
strongly exposed points. 
Proof. Let D* denote the closure in the weak * topology of D c X _C 
X * *. Define 
f(z*) = sup x*x = sup x**(x*). 
XGD X**E D* 
The function f is continuous and convex, and 
df(x*) = {x** E D*: x**(x*) =f(r*)}. 
Considering D as a subset of D*, the Bishop-Phelps theorem says that 
X*=intcl{x*:df(x*)nDisnonempty}. 
Thus, f is Frechetdifferentiable on a dense Gdelta subset G of X*. The 
theorem of Smulian says that f is Frechet-differentiable at x* if and only if 
x* strongly exposes D*. Since D is weak* dense in D*, an x * E G strongly 
exposes D. It follows easily that D is the closed convex hull of its strongly 
exposed points. n 
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THEOREM 8. Let C G X and D c Y be closed, bounded, convex, and 
hereditarily dentable. Then C X D is hereditarily dentable. 
Proof. Let S L C X D be closed and convex. Define f: X * x Y * + R by 
f(x*, y*) = sup {x*(x)+ y*(y):(x, y) E S}. The Bishop-Phelps theorem says 
that 
{(x*, y*) : df(x*, y*) n C x D is nonempty} 
is a dense subset of X* X Y *. Define 
d&x*, y*) = projx** df(x*, Y*) 
and 
d&x*, y*)=proj,**df(x*,y*). 
It is easy to check that d 1 f and d J are uscos and minimal with respect to 
convex sets. Also, d,f and d,f satisfy the conditions of Proposition 5. There 
exist dense Gdelta subsets G, and G, such that each d If is norm-continu- 
ous at each point of G = G, n G,. Then f is Frechet differentiable at each 
point of G, or each point in G strongly exposes S. It is easy to see that S is 
not only dentable but the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points. n 
We obtained the following result in 1977. Observe that there are no 
convexity requirements. 
THEOREM 9. Let D be a bounded subset of a Banach space X. Suppose 
that every subset of D is dentable. Then fiD is Frkhet differentiable on a 
dense Gdelta subset of 
V=intcl{x*EX *:thereexistsanx~Dsuchthat+,(r*)=x*(x)}. 
Proof. Suppose there exist 6 > 0, c > 0, and z * E V such that B( .z*, c) 
c V and t&x*)>, 6 for all x* in B(z*,c), where B(z*, c) denotes the 
closed ball of radius c and center z*. Let 
C= {x~D:thereexistsx*~B(z*,c)suchthat x*(r)=jo(r*)}. 
It follows from the definition of V that C is nonempty. Observe that tc = to 
onV(becausefi,=+, on V). Choose y* E X * so that cl&y*) < 6/2. There 
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exists a > 0 such that 
diam{x~C:y*(x)~~c(y)-a} c&/2. 
Choose w in C so that 
y*(w) >pctY) - 5. 
From the definition of C there exists w * such that 11 w* - z * 1) < c and 
w*(w) =+&I*) =+Jw*). Ch oose d > 0 so that IIw* + dy* - z*ll < C. 
Then 
c {X~C:y*(x)>/&*)-a} 
because #z&w ) > W*(X) for x in C. Next, we shall show that 
+( w* + dy*) < 6/2. 
Suppose x E C and 
Then 
(w*+dy*)x>,/l,(w*+dy*)-; 
> (w* + dy*)(w) - $ 
=+z,(w*>+ dy*(w) - ;. 
Then dy *( r) > dy *( W) - (da)/2 and we have that 
( x E c: w* + Q!y*(x) >&( w*+dY*)-;}L {xEC:~c(y*)-a}. 
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ThUS, 
6/2 > bc( w* + dy*) (Smulian’s inequality) 
> tc( w* + dy*) = kn( w* + dy*) > 6. 
This is impossible. Thus, 
{x* E v: t&T*) = o} 
is a dense G-delta subset of V. n 
Bourgain’s original proof (January 1976) depended on convexity, but he 
obtained an even stronger result. 
THEOREM 10 (Bourgain). Suppose that C and B are bounded, closed, 
and convex subsets of the Banach space X. Suppose that every subset of C is 
dentable and C is not a subset of B. Let D = ccon( B U C), the closed convex 
hull of the union of C and B. Then for any d > 0 there exist an x* E X * and 
a real number a such that #B(x*)<a<+D(x*) and {xED:x*(x)>a} 
has diameter less than d. 
Proof. Choose any 0 < d < 1. Define 
S= {xED:thereexistsx *~X*suchthat ~*(r)=fi,(x*)>~,(r*)}. 
Suppose E = ccon(S U B) f D. Then there exists a point y in C such that y 
is not in E. Choose y * E X * so that 
Y*(Y) >#%(Y*) w&*). 
The BishopPhelps theorem says that we may also assume that y * attains its 
supremum on D at some z. This means that z is in S, which is a 
contradiction. Next, we shall show that S c C. Choose x E S, b, E B, y, E C, 
and 0 =z t, 6 1 so that t,b,, + (1 - t,,) yn --, x. We may also assume that t, + t. 
Choose x * E X * that satisfies the definition of S. Then 
fizlb*) =x*(x) G y&*)+(1 - t)+,(x*) q&*). 
Therefore, t = 0 and x is in C. Choose M > 4(1+sup{ llrll: x E D}). It 
follows that there exists a w in S such that w E H = ccon(S \ B(w, d/M)). 
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Arguments exactly as above show that w e ccon( H U B) = F. Since F is a 
proper subset of D, we may choose c > 0 and u * E X * so that I( u * II= 1 and 
Define a = j&u*) - de/M. Observe that 
Dcccon(EU B(w,d/M)). 
Let z E E, y E B(w, d/M)n D, and 0 d t < 1, so that 
u*(tz + (1- t)y) > a. 
Then 
and we have that t < d/M. Then 
lltz + (1 - t)Y - WI1 G IIY - 4+ tllz - YII 
d d 
< $ + $12 - YII =G 2 
anddiam{xED:u*(x)>a}<d. n 
To obtain Bourgain’s original proof of Theorem 7, one need only combine 
Theorem 10 with the well-known techniques of Milman, Bishop, and Phelps. 
See [4] for the details. 
We define a closed, bounded, and convex subset D of a Banach space X 
to be an RNP set if every subset of X is dentable. Boundedness is not 
necessary (see [ll]; for a survey of RNP see [4]). 
A weakly compact subset of a Banach space is hereditarily dentable. A 
stronger result is 
THEOREM 11. Let D c X * be w*-compuct and convex. Suppose for 
every sepuruble linear subspuce Y of X, D I Y is mnn separable. Then D is 
hereditarily Xdentuble. 
See [lo]. 
A converse was obtained some time ago by Leach and Whitfield. 
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THEOREM 12 [7]. Suppose X is a Banach space such that there exists a 
separable subspace Y of X such that Y * is not norm-separable. Then there 
exists an equivalent norm 111 I() on X and a 6 > 0 such that for all x E X, all 
d > 0, 
diam{ x.* E X*: ]((x*((] < 1, X*(X) > ]]]x]]] - d } > 6. 
In 1976 Bourgain [3] proved the following very surprising result: 
THEOREM 13. Let D be a closed, bounded, convex, and symmetric 
subset of the Banach space X. Then D is an RNP set if and only if for every 
Banach space Y, the subset of 2’( X, Y) (the bounded linear functions from X 
to Y) attaining their suprema in norm on D is a norm dense subset of 
P(X,Y). 
In 1977 we obtained a nonlinear form of this result with a proof 
considerably different from Bourgain’s. The ideas and techniques of Bourgain’s 
proof remain very interesting. See [3] and [B]. It is the nonlinear version that 
has recently found applications. 
If f is a real valued function defined on the metric space M, we shall say 
that f strongly exposes M if there exists x E M so that f(x) = sup{ f(y): y E 
M } and for every d > 0 there exists c > 0 so that if dist(y, r) > c then 
f(x) - d > f(Y). 
THEOREM 14. Suppose D is a bounded RNP set and f: D + R is USC and 
bounded above. Then the set 
{ x * : f + x * strongly exposes D } 
is a dense Gdelta subset of X*. 
Proof. We may assume that the origin is in D. Let a = sup{ f(x): x E 
D }. Define 
:O<t<l,xED 
The set E is a closed (follows easily from the USC of f) subset of the RNP set 
D X [ - 1, + 11. Define 
f*(x*)=sup{f(x)+x*(x)-a-l:xED}. 
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The function f * is continuous, convex and such that f *(0) = - 1. Let G be 
the epigraph of f *: 
G = {(ix*, u):u> f*(x*)}. 
The set G is a closed and convex subset of X * x R with the origin as an 
interior point; also, G is the polar of E. By Bourgain’s theorem, the set of 
strongly exposing functionah of E is a dense subset of X* XR. Clearly, if 
(x*, U) strongly exposes E, then t(x *, u) also strongly exposes E if t > 0. 
This fact combined with the continuity of the Minkowski functional of G 
shows that the points on the graph of f * that strongly expose E are dense in 
the graph of f *. Let 
A= {x*:(x*,f*(x*)) stronglyexposes E}. 
The set A is a dense subset of X *, because the correspondence x* e 
(x*, f *(x *)) is a homeomorphism of X * onto the graph of f *. Suppose x * 
is in A; then (x*, f*(x*)) strongly exposes E, say at (x, - l)/[l+ a - f(x)]. 
Hence, 
1 = x*(4 - f*(x*) 
l-ta- f(x) 
~ x*(y) - f *b*) 
1+a-f(Y) 
for all yEI). Thus, f(x)+x*(x)-1-a=f*(r*). Suppose {xn} is a 
sequence in D such that f(x,)+ x*(x,) converges to f(x)+ x*(x). Then 
1 _ x*(X,) - f *b*) 
l+a-fhJ 
Q(l+.-f(x,)-x*(x,)+f*(r*)I 
= If(x) + x*(x) - f(X”) - x*(x,> ) + 0. 
Since (x *, f *( x *)) strongly exposes E, one has 
h - 1) (x, -1) 
1+u-f(X") + 1+u-f(x)’ 
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and it follows that x, + x. Thus the set 
{ x * : f + r * strongly exposes D } 
contains A. For each positive integer n, define 
V(n)= {X*EX*:thereexist yin Dsuchthat 
sup{ f(x)+ r*(r): rEDand Ilr-yll>l/n} 
<sup{f(r)+x*(x):x~D}}. 
Clearly, each V(n) is open, and the USC of f shows that 1c * E n{ V(n) : n } if 
and only if f + x * strongly exposes D. n 
THEOREM 15. Let X and Y be Banuch spaces, D a bounded RNP subset 
of X, and H: D --f Y a uniformly bounded function such that (1 HII is USC. 
Thenfor6>0, thereexistsT:X+Yofrankone, I(TJ(<& suchthatH+T 
attains its supremum of runm on D and does so on at most two points. 
Proof. Of course, we assume that H is not constant. Let f(x) = IIH(x)l\ 
and 0 < 6 < sup{ IIH(x)ll: x E D}. Let 
A= {x*EX*: f+ x* strongly exposes D } . 
By Theorem 14, A is a dense Gdelta subset of X*; so is - A. Choose 
x* E A n( - A) so that IJx*IJ < 6. Choose the sign a so that 
sup{(f + ax*)(x): XED} hsup{ f(x)+lx+)I:xED}. 
Suppose f + ax* strongly exposes D at y. Then 
f(y)+ax*(y)=sup{ f(x)+(x*(x)):xED}. 
Define T: X --) Y by TX = ax*(x)H(y)/lJH(y)ll. Then- 
=IIH(Y)+TYII forany LED. 
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THEOREM 16. Let D be a closed, bounded, and convex subset of the 
Banuch space X. Then D is an RNP set if and only if for every f: D -+ R that 
is continuous and bounded and every S > 0 there exists x* E X * such that 
f+x* attains either its supremum or its infimum (or both) and Ilr*ll < 6. 
Proof. If D is an RNP set, let 
A,= {x*: f + x* strongly exposes D) 
and 
A,= {x”: - f + x * strongly exposes D } , 
and choose x* in A, n( - A,) and ]]r*)( < 6. 
For the converse, we shall use the following fact, first proved by Huff and 
Morris (see [4] or [ll] for the connection between this fact and martingales): 
if D has a nondentable subset, then there exist a closed convex subset C of D 
and 0 < S < 1 so that for any compact subset K (in particular a finite subset) 
of x 
C=con(C\[K+B(O,6)]) @> 
where con denotes the convex hull (not necessarily closed). We may assume 
that the origin is in C. Using (&) we construct two sequences { x(n, i)} and 
{ y(m, j)} in C, n,m = 1,2 ,..., 1~ i < k(n), 1~ j < Z(m), with the follow- 
ing properties: 
6) Ilx(n, i)ll > 8 and Ilv(m, j)ll > 4 
(3 Ilx(n, 9 - y(m, j>ll 2 6 f or any choice of indices (n, i) and (m, j) 
with n, m 2 1; 
(iii) if n # n’ then ]]x(n, i) - ( x n’, i’)]] > 6, and if m # m’ then Ily(m, j) 
- y(m’, j’)ll 2 8; 
(iv) 0 = x(0,0) = y(O,O), and for any n, m = 0, 1,. . . 
and 
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For n, m = 1,2,. . . define 
f(n,i)(x)=(l-2-y l- 
i 
2”+1/(x-r(n,i)l( 
6 i 
and 
g(m, j)(x) = (I- 2-y I- 
i 
2m+111x - Yh j> II 
6 1. 
Define f(x) = sup(0, f(n, i)(x) : (n, i)} and g(r) = sup{O, g(m, j) 
(x) : (m, j)} and h(x) = f(x) - g(x). Let M = sup{llxll : x E D} 
and r* E X* such that (Jr*11 <(M + I))‘. Since x(0,0) = 0, one has, for all n, 
that sup{ x*(x(n, i)): 16 i < k(n)} is nonnegative. Therefore, the supre- 
mum of f+ r* is at least one. If x E D and h(x)<O, then h(x)+ x*(x)< 
M/(M + 1) < 1. Suppose h(x)+ r*(2) > M/(M + 1). Then, for some (n, i), 
h(r) = f(n, i)(x) > 0, and 
h(x)+x*(x)<(l-2-“)+x*(x-x(n,i))+r*(x(n,i)) 
=(1_2-“)+S2-“-’ 
+max{x*(r(n+l,k)):l~k~k(n+l)) 
<max((h+x*)(r(n+l, k)):l<k<k(n+l)}. 
Therefore, h + x* does not attain its supremum on C. Analogously, h + x* 
does not attain its infimum on C. n 
We may reformulate Theorem 15 in terms of best approximations as 
follows: 
THEOREM 17. Let X and Y be Banuch spaces, D a bounded RNP subset 
of X, and H: D -+ Y a continuous function. Suppose y is in Y and y is not in 
the closure of {H(x) : x E D}. Then fm any d > 0 there exists an operator 
T: X + Y of rank 1 such that jlTll< d and y has a unique best approximu- 
tionin {H(x)+T(x):~ED}. 
Proof. The function f(x) = - Jly - Hx(l is continuous and bounded 
above, say by - a, where a > 0. Let 
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Choose x* E X, JIx*JI < min{d,a/M}, so that f+ x* and f-x* both 
strongly expose D. We may assume that for some z in D 
Then for all x in D 
0 < IIY - Hzll - x*(z) < I/Y - Hxll- Ix*(x) I. 
Define TX = - x*(x)(Hz - y)/llHz - ylj. In a way analogous to Theorem 15 
we have that for all x E 0, ]lHz + Tz - y/I 6 J(Hx + TX - yIJ. n 
Let X be a Banach space over the complex numbers. A subset D of X is 
circled if tD c D for any complex number t of modulus one. We say that a 
subset D of X is dentable if D is dentable as a subset of X when X is 
considered as a Banach space over the real numbers. 
The possibility of extending the BishopPhelps theorem to complex Banach 
spaces remains unknown. There is a theorem for complex Banach spaces that 
have the Radon-Nikodym property. In greater generality, we have: 
THEOREM 18. Let X be a complex Banuch space and D a bounded, 
closed, convex, circled, and hereditarily dentabb subset of X. Let C be a 
closed subset of D. Then the set 
{ x * E X * : x * attains its supremum of modulus on C } 
contains a dense Gdelta subset of X*. 
Proof. Assume that D is a subset of the unit ball. We may also assume 
that C is circled. Choose d > 0 and any x* E X * so that 0 < c = 
sup{(x*(x)~:x~c} and IIx * 1) = 1. Apply Theorem 14 to the function x 
--, (x*(x) (. There exists a real valued continuous linear function g: X + R 
such that IJg II < cd/4, lx * I + g strongly exposes C at some z E C, and 
for & x in C. Observe that jr*(z) I > c - A/2. For each x in X define 
p(x) = sup{ Ix*(x) I + g(tx): ItI = l}. From the complex version of the 
Hahn-Banach theorem there exists y * E Y *, ( y*(x) I < p(x) for all x E X and 
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y*(z) = p(z). For x in the kernel of x*, llx\l G 1, 
Again apply the Hahn-Banach theorem to obtain z * E X * such that z* I 
kerx* = y* I kerx” and I(z 11 * < cd/4. Then there exists a complex number s 
such that x* = s( y * - z *). We have that sy * attains its supremum of 
modulus on C. If JsI f 1 then 1(x* - sy*IJ = Is( JIz*l[ < d. Otherwise, 
)slcd/4 > 11x* - sy*(l> Isy*(z) I- Ix*(z) ( 
= (ISI - Olx*W I + IsId a (ISI - lNx*b) I* 
Thus, Js] - 1 G dJsl/2, or JsJ < l/(1 - d/2). 
For each r E X and 6 > 0 let 
T(x,6)= {yEX:inf{(Jy-txl(:Jtl=l} <a}. 
Observe that for 6 > 0 
U(6) = (x * : there exists z E C such that 
sup{(r*(x)l:xEC\T(z,S)) 
is an open subset of X*; it is dense by the above argument. Clearly, any 
element of n{ U( l/n) : n } attains its supremum of modulus on C. n 
THEOREM 19. Let X, D, and C be as in Theorem 18. Suppose Y is a 
complex Banach space and f: C - Y is a bounded function such that Ilf(x)ll 
is upper semicontinuous. Then for each d > 0 there exists an operator 
T: X --+ Y such that T has rank one, (JT(l < d, f + T attains its supremum in 
norm at some point y in C, and if 
inf{ J(x - ty(l: (t( = l} > 0 
fw some x in C, then II f(x)+ TxlJ < II f(y)+ Ty((. 
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Proof If f(x) = 0 for all x in C, then we may apply Theorem 18. 
Assume that 0 < c = sup{ Ilf(x)ll: x EC} and that D is a subset of the unit 
ball. Let 0 < d < 1 and d < z/2. Define h : D + R by h(x) = 
sup{ Ilf(tx)ll: tx E C, ItI = l} and h(x) = - 1 if tx is not in C for any ItI = 1. 
It is easy to see that h is USC on D. Now, apply Theorem 14: there exists a 
continuous real linear functional g on X such that llgll < d/2 and h + g 
strongly exposes D at some z. Since 
O<sup{h(x)+g(x):xED} 
=h(z)+g(z)<h(z)+d/2 
we have that tz is in C and h(z) = Ilf(tz)ll for some t of modulus one. Let r 
be the complex conjugate of t, and define T : X -+ Y by TX = 
~*(x)f(~~>/llf(~~)ll, h w ere x*(x) = g(r) - ig(ir). Clearly, r* is in X* and 
Ilr*ll < d. Observe that 
Ilf(t4 II = h(x) 
>sup{h(x)+g(x)-g(z):rEC} 
>,c-2d>O. 
For x in C, 
= h(x)+ [g(x)2+g(ix)2]1’z 
= sup{ h((a + ib)x) + g((a + ib)x): a, b real and a2 + b2 = 1) 
< h(z)+ g(z). 
Since h(z) + g((a + ib)z) < h(z) + g(z) for all real a and b such that 
a2 + b2 = 1, we have that g(k) = 0. Finally, 
IIfb4+W4lI 
/I 
~*(4_@4 
= fw+ IIf(tz)l\ 
II 
=IIIf(~4ll+~*(~)l 
=Ilf(t~>II+~*(Z)=h(z)+g(z). 
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Thus, f+ T attains its supremum in norm on C. If IIf( T(x,)ll -+ IIf 
+ T(tz)ll = h(z)+ g(z) then dist (xn, { 32: IsI < l}) + 0. n 
THEOREM 20 (Bourgain [2]). Let X and Y be real (or complex) Bunach 
spaces, and suppose that X has RNP. Then the set of nonnattuining 
operators $xnn X to Y contains a dense G-delta subset of the space of 
bounded operators f;om X to Y. 
We may combine the results here with the results of [9] and [lo] to 
obtain: 
THEOREM 21. Let D be a weak* compact convex (also circled if X is a 
complex Banuch space) subset of X * such that every subset of D is (X * *-) 
dentubb. Then fm any function f: D + Y into a Banuch space Y such that 
x* -+ II f(x*)ll is rwrm USC on D, we have that for any d > 0 there exists an 
operator T: Y * + X such that T is weak* continuous, T has rank one, 
lITI -cd, and f + T* attains its supremum in norm on D. 
COROLLARY 22. Suppose Y * has RNP. Then for any Bunach space X 
the set { T : X + Y: T an operator such that T * attains its rwrm } contains a 
dense Gdeltu subset of the space of operators. 
Similar techniques yield (see [8]): 
THEOREM 23. Suppose that T is a compact Hausdorff space, that Di for 
1 G i G n are bounded RNP subsets of X (also circled if X is a complex 
Bunach space), and that f: T X D + R U { - co} is USC, bounded above, 
and such that f(t, r) is finite only if x is in U{ 0,: 1~ i < n}. Then the set 
{x*: f+x*uttuinsitssupremumonTXX} 
contains a dense Gdelta subset of X*. 
We would like to thank M. Buuer for preparing the software and 
processing the original text. 
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